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Cleaning up

The NPD wants to encourage maximum value creation from the Norwegian continental shelf,
notes director Tormod Slåtsveen. “To achieve this, we must ensure the industry has the best
available tools, technology and methods. That depends in turn on R&D.”

What do an oil reservoir and a dirty dinner plate have in
common? Both could benefit from a few drops of detergent.
By Anne Helene Espeland Baarøy

By Øyvind Midttun
Calculations by the NPD show that a
considerable potential still exists for
enhancing value creation from the
oil and gas industry. Fulfilling that
potential depends on daring to make
a commitment to more research and
development.
“That’ll help us to find more
petroleum, improve recovery
from producing fields and reduce
development and operating costs,”
notes Mr Slåtsveen, who is responsible for R&D at the NPD.
“It will also contribute to
maintaining Norway as the world’s
most environment-friendly oil and
gas producer, and to ensuring that
we produce in a safe manner.”
The NPD has defined strategic
priority areas, and constantly assesses which methods should be used
to reach its goals. An ability to think
and act for the long term is crucial.
“The industry is good at initiating projects and measures which
yield speedy solutions and a quick
and secure return,” Mr Slåtsveen
observes.
“But it has more difficultly
– even when oil prices are high
– with challenges that call for a longterm commitment and don’t produce
results and returns in the near future.
“A long-term approach to R&D is
nevertheless the key to good resource management. We’ll be helping to
keep up the pressure on R&D, while
seeking to promote far-sighted thinking.”
He points out that taking a long
view in R&D involves more than
committing a certain amount of
funding over a series of years.
“This is about building up
expertise over time, preserving our
strong R&D communities, and daring
to concentrate on projects which

might prove epoch-making.
“You don’t develop new production methods or pioneering
technology with short-term projects. You need security, financial
strength, and a willingness to act
and think long-term.”
Through acquiring a general
overview, storytelling and applying
pressure, the NPD hopes to open
the way to a larger – and better
organised – R&D commitment in
the petroleum sector.
The first of these tactics involves acquiring greater knowledge
and more data as a basis for good
analyses and relevant discussions.
Storytelling is about explaining
the significance of research in an
understandable way to decisionmakers, politicians and the funding
authorities, and to highlight good
R&D initiatives.
Applying pressure reflects the
NPD’s responsibility for helping to
ensure that the R&D commitment
is in line with the community’s
interests.
This will include identifying
any failure to take decisions, encouraging new initiatives, urging the
transfer of expertise, and achieving
cross-industry collaboration.
“We’ll be pushing for increased cooperation on technology
development across production
licences and between offshore
licensees,” explains Mr Slåtsveen.
“One of our jobs is to focus
on areas where the industry isn’t
active enough,” he adds, and is
convinced that R&D will be the
basis for a long-term oil and gas
business on the NCS.
“The rewards of R&D are often
much larger than the investment
required, and the results benefit
many others besides the initiator.”

Imagine standing at the kitchen sink after a good hot dinner. You
first rinse the dishes with cold water and remove some of the grease. The next step is hotter water, which gets rid of more.
You keep raising the water temperature and add washing-up
liquid. Nearly all the grease has gone, but not all of it. To get the
plates completely clean, you have to scrub with detergent and hot
water.
What does this have to do with offshore production? Well, this
approach to washing-up illustrates what often happens when trying
to maximise the amount of oil recovered from a reservoir.

The government has given petroleum
research a big boost this year, with funding up from NOK 137.5 million in 2004
to NOK 222.3 million – an increase of 62
per cent.
These grants break down as follows:
Petromaks
2004: about NOK 55 million
2005: NOK 180-190 million
Demo 2000
2004: NOK 30 million
2005: NOK 50 million

Former IOR prizewinners
2003: Valhall Unit and operator BP for the lifeof-field seismic project, installed on Valhall
in the North Sea as the world’s first fullscale facility for such surveys.
2002: No worthy candidate found.
2001: Statoil and Egil Sunde, for pioneering the
use of bacteria to improve recovery from
Norne. The Norwegian Sea field is the first
where this method has been applied.
2000: Phillips Petroleum Company for pursuing
studies and taking decisions on IOR projects for Ekofisk in the North Sea, even at
times of low oil prices.
1999: Saga Petroleum, for using foam/detergent to block unwanted gas production and
thereby improving oil recovery from Snorre
in the North Sea.
1998: Norsk Hydro, for making oil production
from Troll – Norway’s largest crude producer in 2002 – a reality by committing to
more than just gas output.
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Pressure
When a well begins producing, a natural drop in pressure causes the oil to flow up to the wellhead. Reservoir pressure gradually
declines, leaving a lot of oil behind when it finally gives out.
So new solutions and methods are needed to get out more of
the resources. One way to do this is to pump water and/or gas into
the reservoir to boost its pressure. Another is to drill more wells.
More advanced methods, which often cost more to apply, can
improve recovery even further. One case involves injecting chemicals – which is where detergents come into the picture.
The principle is the same as dealing with the greasy dinner plates. Thanks to detergent, we can improve oil recovery beyond the
level attainable with pressure support alone.
To be able to increase recovery from todays levels, more research is needed.
Pushing for IOR
The NPD’s target is an average oil recovery factor of 50 per cent for
fields on the Norwegian continental shelf. One of the agency’s jobs
is to push for this goal to be attained, and it accordingly works hard
to encourage work on improving oil recovery (IOR).
To emphasise the importance of developing and enhancing such
methods, the NPD established an IOR prize in 1998. This is awarded
annually and has acquired great prestige.
The Gullfaks licence in the North Sea won the award in 2004,
partly because operator Statoil and its partners – Petoro and Hydro
– devoted many years to identifying resources which could yield profitable IOR projects.
Big potential
Many means exist for improving oil recovery. Apart from using detergents, carbon dioxide or air can be injected, a blowdown phase initiated, or bacterial growth encouraged in the reservoir.
Nevertheless, supplementary wells on existing fields probably
offer the biggest potential. Technology development will be needed
to increase the profitability of that approach – and such work is
regarded as time-critical.

